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The Star Fleets are beginning to come closer to our atmosphere because the Mother Ship 

has begun to pave the way. The Cosmaya Fleet is the Plasma Star Fleet. They are the 

Cosmic Light Councils including the Confederacy of Ra. They are the ones who are 

working through the Energy of Light and Sound of our Sun's Solar Flares activating the 

Aurora Winds. They are bringing the Cosmic Consciousness of our Original Creation. 

They are our creators and they are completing their mission of our preparation to enter the 

Galactic Federation. 

 

The very meaning of Star Fleet is a Universal Fleet, 12 coded Christ Star Family. The 

meaning of the Plasma Fleet are the Cosmic Creation Families. In order for our own 

Harmonic Universe Two of Terra to be reborn we must be wrapped in the Garment of 

White Light and the Coat of Many Colors. The Earth must be wrapped in the Cosmaya 

Blanket of Transformation before our Consciousness can prepare for the arrival of 

Universal Star Fleets and Galactic Ships. The Plasma Ships are working together with the 

Cetacean Families to activate our Keys so that we can walk through the Doors of New 

Realities. Our Consciousness must be prepared for these new realities or they will never 

see them. 

 

When Star Fleets are seen in our skies, they are always created of this Cosmic Substance 

like an atomic mirror that contains the full light spectrum, and contains the activity of the 

spin rate that removes time and space as is desired. They are actually disc shaped, but that 

is because that is the shape of  a Merkaba Crystal Vehicle when it is spinning properly. 

Many times we see a large Plasma Like Object that seems to have smaller ships popping 

out of it. That is because the Entities travel in large groups or teams, meaning spinning 

their Merkaba Ships into one Large Plasma Fleet. And then they break off as Individuals to 

do their missions. The Cosmic Families were known as the Yana’s and the Grand Yana’s 

were the Pre Light and Pre Sound Creation Families. 

 

Once the Yana’s Guardians pave the way with the Plasma Fleet, they the Eieyani and Blue 

Maharaji will be preparing to land on Earth. The predicted time is still beyond 2015, 

possibly 2017. These dates are determined by the Mass Consciousness Frequencies. Our 

Future Self Star Families say they see a dramatic change in us by the end of 2015 that will 

begin the preparation for the Planetary Agreement for Mass Galactic Landings around 

2022-2027. This time will be the beginning of Earth becoming the HUB of the Universe 

once again. Star Fleets from the entire Galaxy will be allowed to travel throughout the 

Universe by 2047 when Earth becomes a Star. 

 

All of this information came to me as the Vision and the Frequencies of this entire Inter 

Dimensional Movie was played in my Mid Brain during the first two weeks in March. 

 

The Mother Ship is the Plasma Star Fleet known as the Cosmaya Team who are wrapping 

Earth inside their Plasma blanket of Cosmic Consciousness. This event began  March 6 and 

will last until August 2014. The Cosmaya Yana’s Council is paving the way for the Yana’s 

and Eieyani, or the Sirian Maharaji Star Family to land on Earth. 

 

The first act of connectivity Cosmaya Plasma Ships will be the connection into the 



atmosphere through the Aurora Winds and through the Cetaceans who are achieving as 

Lightning Rods to connect the Frequencies into the Christ Grids in our Oceans up into the 

Cloud Cities where the Web of Grids activate at ten thousand feet above sea level. 

 

 

The MOTHER SHIP 1, 2 & 3 Albums are light years beyond other Crystal Magic 

Orchestra recordings. This event that is recorded will take our Consciousness 2000 years 

forward in our alignment with the Omniverse. These albums contain the movie of the 

grand event as the visions came as frequencies to paint the glorious event as it wrapped 

around the Earth and penetrated her Christ Grids through the harmonization of the 

Dolphins. 

 

There will be samples of these albums on cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com, and a purchase 

page. 

 

This has been a part of a series of Visionary Frequencies that have been given to me over 

the past twelve years. One Event equals one new Morphogenesis Wave of Frequencies. I 

have recorded every Stellar Wave Activation, Every Wave Infusion, Every Landing, Every 

Morphogenetic Wave of Consciousness, the entire alignment process of the Parallel 

Universe, and the Dolphin Therapy Set that brought the sub harmonics of our Fifth 

Dimensional Family that lives in our Oceans. Now the Cetaceans are using their Music of 

the Spheres technologies to activate the alignment of the Christ Grids in the Crust of the 

Earth with the Christ Grids 10,000 feet above in the Cloud Cities. These activations are all 

woven through the Morphogenetic Consciousness of the Plasma Ships from Cosmaya ( the 

Cosmic Realms beyond this Cosmos)- Thus we are adding the Parallel Cosmos to the 

Parallel Universe. 

 

 The MOTHER SHIP COLLECTION is our most current collection of the Big Frequency 

Events that have taken place in our Cosmos over the past fourteen years. 

 

The Current status of the Entire  Evolutional Event is captured through the  Visionary 

Frequencies in this album collection. 

 

This albums is both Visionary and contains the Frequencies of the Events that I viewed as a 

walked through the plasma door into a reality that is occurring on every level of the 

dimensional scale. 

 

The Mother Ship is the Plasma Star Fleet known as the Cosmaya Team who are wrapping 

Earth inside their Plasma blanket of Cosmic Consciousness. This event began in March and 

will last until August 2014. The Cosmaya Yana’s Council is paving the way for the Yana’s 

and Eieyani, or the Sirian Maharaji Star Family to land on Earth. 

 

The first act of connectivity Cosmaya Plasma Ships will be the connection into the 

atmosphere through the Aurora Winds and through the Cetaceans who are achieving as 

Lightning Rods to connect the Frequencies into the Christ Grids in our Oceans up into the 

Cloud Cities where the Web of Grids activate at ten thousand feet above sea level. 

 

This activity between the Cetaceans and the Mother Ship began March 6, and will continue 

until the Fall Equinox when a new activation will take place within the Earth's Core as the 

Plasma Ships have completed their penetration through the Rods and the Staff of Earth into 



the activation of the Vortex within. 

 

This is all a preparation activity for the arrival of the Eieyani Maharaji Star Fleet. The 

Cosmic Waves of Consciousness must prepare the atmosphere for the Christ Star Fleet. We 

require a Fourteenth Dimensional Activation to bring the new reality to Life. 

 

As we learn to use the Outer Sphere of Zero point or Infinite Consciousness to activate 

each of the spheres within spheres of multiple dimensional possibilities we are activating 

the keys through our consciousness and our breaths. The keys unlock the doors into brand 

new interdimensional realities. 

 

The reason that I can attend Cosmic Council Meetings and see the landings of the Plasma 

Ships and bi-locate to the places where the Dolphins are connecting frequency streams into 

the Christ Grids is because I have learned to use my Keys of Frequencies that I  breathe 

from the higher realms of zero point and down through all of the dimensions. Each time I 

activate my Consciousness into the Highest Frequency of Source I can walk through the 

walls of the cubes within the tetrahedrons within the Multi Dimensional Merkaba. 

 

We have been locked into the Platonic science which only has five platonic solids. The 

regular polyhedral structure has six parts- three physiological and three higher dimensional 

or etheric. 

When we learn to use this divine structure or skeleton of how things actually are arranged 

in relationship through out the physical and etheric, we can walk into any version of reality 

that we prefer. 

 

 

We each have many different dimensions that are all connected to our particular universal 

reality. 

 

We have physical and etheric and  hyper dimensional connections as well.  

But what is most applicable to your reality is what you decide to create. 

Whether you do this in your minds eye, or whether you create some kind of media format 

through which to view this occurring will not matter as long as simultaneously to any 

assistance too you still do it in your mind. 

 

You must do this activity in your imagination. Even if you use some other kind of media to 

help you visualize or feel this activity, you still must do it your self. You must learn to see 

the inside mechanics of the merkaba. You need to learn to see the tetrahedron, cube, 

icosahedra, techtragranatron, and  learn to see yourself inside of this cosmic sized diamond 

pentagonal dodecahedron. You must learn to see and feel this reality first, and then allow 

the frequencies in your personalized Eternal Life Albums allow you to unlock the doors 

into other realities. 

 

The Frequencies on your Album are the keys that unlock the doors. The doors are each of 

the faces of the cubes. Each face of a cube has a cube outside and inside on each of the 

faces that go into more faces and those go into more faces. This is how we walk through 

the faces of the cubes. The faces are the doors. On the other side of each door is another 

completely different reality. 

 

It requires frequencies of consciousness that are spinning each and every sphere within 



sphere through out the cosmos and the cosmaya correctly and in understanding of how 

each angle connects through the space and distance of etheric realities. 

 

All the listener needs to do is have enough of an understanding of this infinite skeletal 

structure to see himself within the structure and then use the frequency music as the keys 

that unlock the doors. 

 

You also allow this to be going on in your imagination at the same time  

When you can begin to visualize these forms inside your mind, you can see them and move 

them, spin them, rotate them, then you will find they have the ability to make changes 

within you. 

 

The Visionary Frequencies are the Keys that unlock the faces of the Cubes so that we can 

experience the realities going on around us that are beyond third dimensional perception. 

 

I have been working with these perspectives of information for several years now to lead 

me to be able to visualize through music the exact phenomena going on through out the 

Universes within our Cosmos. I connect specifically with frequency signatures of 

multitudes of entities who are on the creation teams and Councils who regulate all divine 

activity. 

 

We can take this new perspectives of info and adapt this information to our physical reality 

in order  to create new things, apply new methodologies, create new realities. 

Apply and adapt this information to create and to have new ideas, within artistic realms 

such as music and art. These forms take us beyond the Platonic forms and the old forms of 

Solfege, into the Ultimate Reality of the Music of the Spheres that comes from the infinite 

sphere of zero point possibilities into and through every key that unlocks mansions in every 

room. 

 

 

 

 

 

They will make energetic changes.  

They will instill neurological changes. 

They can instill physiological changes within you. 

 

They are like skeleton keys 

When you can hold the form in energy strongly and associate with it strongly, 

you begin to move it in space and time. When you focus on this FEELING of another 

reality, it will then MOVE YOU to that Space and Time. 

 

This is how I take my trips to Aquafaria, to Inner Earth, to Cosmic Council Meetings. 

 

We must get the Feeling of the place that we are wanting to visit. It is the Feeling or the 

Frequency that will take us to the place. 

 

I bring the frequencies of these multidimensional realities into the Frequency Music that I 

create in albums and in particular your individual Eternal Life Albums. 

 



If you want to move into the Fifth Dimensional Reality, you must hold the keys that unlock 

the doors into that reality. The keys are the frequencies in the music that I create. 

 

The frequencies within the door will move you in space and time to that new reality. 

It will carry you into different orientation, where you will have different perspectives. 

 

It will allow you to perceive and access different dimensional perspectives of informational 

reality so these are the keys forming in the locks. 

 

And as you become more proficient at turning the keys, then you will find that you will be 

able to open more locks and doors and perceive through inspiration through meditation and 

artistic expressional methods. 

 

You will be able to perceive INSTANT INSIGHTS and perceptions of things you had 

never imagined and you will find that you can also use these to take these new perspectives 

of information to figure out ways to apply this information. 

 

I have been working with these perspectives of information for several years now to lead 

me to be able to visualize through music the exact phenomena going on through out the 

Universes within our Cosmos. I connect specifically with frequency signatures of 

multitudes of entities who are on the creation teams and Councils who regulate all divine 

activity. 

 

We can take this new perspectives of info and adapt this information to our physical reality 

in order  to create new things, apply new methodologies, create new realities. 

Apply and adapt this information to create and to have new ideas, within artistic realms 

such as music and art. These forms take us beyond the Platonic forms and the old forms of 

Solfege, into the Ultimate Reality of the Music of the Spheres that comes from the infinite 

sphere of zero point possibilities into and through every key that unlocks mansions in every 

room. 
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